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Abstract

The University of San Diego’s (USD) Race/Ethnicity Federal Reports show that for the last 17 years,
the percentage of American Indian/Alaska Native students at USD has not risen above 1%
(University of San Diego, n.d.). This data requires further disaggregation because the current data
only represents students that solely checked American Indian/Alaska Native and does not include
students who identify as biracial or multi-racial. The purpose of my research was to identify what
efforts are needed to improve the experience of Native American students at USD. My research
question was what factors are needed to improve the existing experience of Native American
students at USD? As a result of my research, I helped raise the visibility of Native American students
and used this research to develop actionable items that would support an increase of Native
American/Indigenous representation and retention at USD.
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"It’s a lot of work to be Native": Using Storytelling to Examine the Needs of Native American
Students at the University of San Diego
Prior to my graduate studies, I worked at a community-based organization (CBO) which
helped me explore what I was passionate about and the values that mattered to me. As a result, the
most salient values to me when working in higher education are community, collaboration, and
belief. I was a part of many different communities where I could learn, grow, and have a safe space
to develop my own identity. Because of this, I hope to foster communities of care where others are
given the same opportunity and can create a sense of community. Collaboration, I believe that a
wealth of knowledge and thoughts can create a more significant positive change than just one
individual alone. Belief is very fluid, I am still working on my belief in self, but I firmly believe that
the community knows what they need or want, and it comes down to working together toward a
common goal.
As I reflected on these values, I became concerned as I noticed a trend at the University of
San Diego (USD) of Native American1 students out of the data shared and the discussions about
diversity, inclusivity, and how to better support our underserved student populations. It shocked
me that most folks do not know that there has been an official Tribal Liaison position at USD since
the Fall of 2014, though the planning and piloting of this position happened long before that. I have
also realized how my mindset when approaching collaboration is different from others.
Collaboration to me means building relationships with others so that collectively we can bring
together our ideas, resources, and experiences to create a genuine experience.
The purpose of my action research project was to identify culturally sustaining practices for
USD to support Native American students by collaborating with the current Native American
undergraduate, graduate, and law student population as well as USD Native alumni and campus

Throughout this paper the terms Native American, Indigenous, Native and American Indian/Alaska Native
are used interchangeably.
1
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partners. I hoped to share culturally aware recommendations, utilize current campus resources,
and open the door for new opportunities.
The research question for my action research project was: What factors are needed to
improve the existing experience of Native American students at USD? I wanted to learn how we can
more mindfully support our Native students as they navigate college to pay it forward through the
positive work that they will do in the future. I hoped this would help educate and bring awareness
that Tribal Nations are thriving and part of USD’s community and the broader San Diego
community.
Literature Review
It is important to note that American Indian/Alaska Native is not just a racial/ethnic
designation because Tribal Nations have political standing as sovereign nations. In the 1832
Supreme Court Case Worcester v. Georgia, Chief Justice John Marshall delivered the following
opinion:
U.S. is legally bound to treat tribes “as nations, respect their rights, and manifest a firm
purpose to afford that protection which treaties stipulate. Indian nations had always been
considered distinct, independent political communities, retaining their original natural
rights, as the undisputed possessors of the soil…The very term nation so generally applied
to them, means “a people distinct from others”. (National Library of Medicine, n.d.)
However, this ruling did not stop the theft of Native American land and the forced removal and
relocation of Native Americans from their land to reservations by the U.S. government. The U.S. has
a long history of passing federal policies that have harmed and continue to impact the Native
American community.
During the U.S. Boarding School Era, which lasted from the 1860s to-1970s, Native
American children were forcibly removed from their families, sent hundreds of miles away, and
abused. The objective of the Indian Boarding Schools was to assimilate the children into Euro-
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American culture by stripping them of their customs, culture, and heritage. In 1879, Congress
authorized the establishment of the Carlisle Indian Industrial School, which was the first
government-run boarding school. Founded by Captain Richard Pratt, who advocated
“Americanization” and famously stated, “Kill the Indian and save the man” (National Library of
Medicine, n.d.; Carlisle Indian School Project, n.d.). “Though we don’t know how many children
were taken in total, by 1900, there were 20,000 children in Indian boarding schools, and by 1925
that number had more than tripled”. Of the more than 350 known government-funded and often
church-run Indian boarding schools in the United States, ten were in California (The National Native
American Boarding School Healing Coalition, n.d.).
In 1969 the Special Senate Subcommittee on Indian education delivered the Indian
Education: A National Tragedy- A National Challenge (Kennedy Report) and concluded in their
summary of historical findings that:
The dominant policy of the Federal Government towards the American Indian has been one
of coercive assimilation. The coercive assimilation policy has had disastrous effects on the
education of Indian children. The coercive assimilation policy has two primary historical
roots: A.) A continuous desire to exploit, and expropriate, Indian land and physical
resources. B.) A self-righteous intolerance of tribal communities and cultural differences. (p.
21)
In 1972 Congress enacted the Indian Education Act, which established the Office of Indian
Education and the National Advisory Council on Indian Education, and in 1975 the Indian SelfDetermination and Education Assistance Act was enacted, which gave Native American tribes
greater autonomy. The Education Amendments Act of 1978 created the
Office of Indian Education Programs (OIEP), which was in charge of operations of all
education personnel by the BIA. The law further provided that a director would be in charge
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of the OIEP and established requirements and guidelines for the BIA-funded school system.
(Government Publishing Office, 2018)
This was followed by the Tribally Controlled Community College Assistance Act of 1978 and the
Tribally Controlled Schools Act of 1988 (Department of Education, 2005; Department of the
Interior Indian Affairs, n.d.). These federal policies are a handful enacted since the “founding” of the
United States and are a glimpse into understanding the relationship that Native Americans have
with the government and the systems that they have created (i.e., higher education).
Currently, there are 574 federally recognized Native American Tribes (also called nations,
bands, pueblos, etc.) in the United States, with 109 of those located in California (Department of the
Interior Indian Affairs, n.d.; California Courts, n.d.). “San Diego County has the largest number of
tribal governments and reservations in the U.S. with 18 tribal reservations and four Tribal Nationsthe Kumeyaay, Luiseño, Cupeno and Cahuilla” (San Diego State University, n.d.). Unfortunately, data
on Native American students are
generally not reported or discussed in quantitative research findings, or are noted as not
statistically significant, which has resulted in a phenomenon that has been referred to as the
“American Indian research asterisk” (Garland, 2007, p. 612; Lowe, 2005). The absence of
data on Native American students reinforces our invisibility, where our presence is hidden
by that ever present “asterisk,” and further marginalizes Native people. (Shotton et al.,
2013, p.2)
For example, Brayboy (2004) discussed this idea of (in)visibility in that Native American students
chose between being invisible or becoming visible by challenging the dominant narrative of who
“real” Native Americans are (p.144). This experience parallels that of other communities of color.
The literature showed that while campus can play a part in a student’s sense of belonging, Native
American students also feel a sense of belonging and can persist to graduation by still being
connected to their family and communities (HeavyRunner & DeCelles, 2002; Tachine et al., 2016;
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Tinto, 2006). Students that thrive on campus have a balance of campus and an external sense of
belonging, and if that student has less of one or the other, they compensate by increasing the sense
of belonging. The work is put back on them to validate their experiences and offer counternarrative
or conform to the dominant campus culture to get a semblance of belonging and persist to
graduation.
According to the Department of Education National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
Indicator 23: Postsecondary Graduation Rates (2016), American Indian/Alaska Native persistence
to graduation within six years for first-time, full-time students who began at 4-year-degreegranting institutions in fall 2010 was 39% in comparison to the general population at 60% who
started at the same time (National Center for Education Statistics, 2019). In USD’s Fall 2019
Race/Ethnicity Report, American Indian/Alaska Native students represented 0.3% of the current
student population (includes undergraduate, graduate, paralegal, and law students) out of a total of
9,181 students. From the first listed report in Fall 2002 to now, the American Indian/Alaska Native
representation at USD has not risen above 1% (University of San Diego, n.d.). This percentage only
represents students who have solely checked American Indian/Alaska Native and does not include
students who identify as biracial or multi-racial and based on students self-identifying. Compared
to data at other 4-year San Diego universities such as the University of California San Diego (UCSD),
San Diego State University (SDSU), and Point Loma Nazarene University, a similar pattern
representation of American Indian/Alaska Native students emerges (UC San Diego, n.d.; San Diego
State, n.d.; National Center for Education Statistics, n.d.).
Ultimately, non-Native American higher education practitioners and faculty must
understand that Native American students come from a collectivist culture. Guiffrida et al. (2012)
discuss values “…interdependence, group synchronization, emotional attachment to families or
parents, societal norms over individuality, and the subordination of individual aspirations to the
aspirations of the collective” (p.69). Thus, campus communities need to have an ongoing discussion
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on how change the current culture on campus to be more inclusive of these values and how could
the support systems we have in place be enhanced to incorporate their experiences and cultural
traditions (Ecklund & Terrance, 2013; Martin & Thunder, 2013).
Context
My research took place at the University of San Diego (USD), a private predominately white
Roman Catholic university that resides on the unceded traditional territory of the Kumeyaay Nation
(San Diego) who have lived in this region for over 10,000 years (Viejas Band of Kumeyaay Indians,
n.d.). I am the Graduate Assistant for the Office of the Tribal Liaison (OTL) located in the Center for
Inclusion and Diversity at USD. The mission of the OTL is to support Native students as they
navigate their undergraduate/graduate journey at USD, build relationships with local tribal
governments and universities, advise the campus community and campus education.
The conversation around the importance of having a Tribal Liaison position was initiated
back in 2006 by a new tenure track Native faculty member. After five years of work and advocacy, it
led to a two-year pilot of Tribal Liaison position starting in 2011 with funding provided by the
Associate Provost for Inclusion and Diversity to demonstrate the need and potential impact of
having a Tribal Liaison at USD. In 2014, USD officially hired their first Tribal Liaison/Professor of
Practice, Persephone Lewis (Newe; Yomba Shoshone Tribe). While it is technically a full-time
position, the Tribal Liaison job duties are split between the Tribal Liaison responsibilities and
teaching responsibilities determined based on courses that align with the Tribal Liaison position
(see Table 1).
Table 1
Office of the Tribal Liaison Focuses
Focus

Summary

Advise Campus
Community
Advise campus
leadership,
departments, and

Retain Native
Students
Mentoring, student
advising, connecting
students to

Build Tribal
Relationships &
Partnerships
The Office of the
Tribal Liaison was
established

Campus Education
Many of the
education efforts
focus on the
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Highlights

programs on Native
American Issues

resources and
opportunities,
serving as an advisor
for the American
Indian Student
Organization (AISO)

University Galleries,
Associated Students,
Ethnic Studies
Department, and
Outdoor Adventures,
to name a few.

Native Student
Welcome, Native
Scholarship
Workshop, Native
Graduation, OTL
Virtual Community
Space
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understanding the
unique political
identity Native
Americans hold as
citizens of sovereign
Nations. The OTL
honors Indigenous
rights to selfdetermination and
sovereignty, and in
the spirit of this, the
tribal communities
determine the kinds
of partnerships they
have with the
university.
College essay writing
preparation
workshops with
tribal partners,
Sherman Indian High
School College
Career Day

Kumeyaay
experience because
USD sits on the
traditional unceded
territory of the
Kumeyaay Nation.

Mata’yuum
renaming, California
Native American
Day, Putting the “I” in
BIPOC Centering
Conversations
around the Native
American Experience
(Understanding
Tribal Sovereignty
and SelfDetermination in the
Native American
Experience; Allyship
with the Native
American
Community- from a
Native Perspective
and non-Native
Allies), social media
educational posts

Note. This table is adapted from the USD Office of the Tribal Liaison 2017-2018 Report
During my time at USD, I realized that the Native American community is omitted from the
conversation, and if mentioned, folks seem more interested in debating the importance of historical
and religious figures than their current impact on our Native American communities. They repeat
historical facts rather than discuss the contemporary challenges, continued impact, successes, and
experiences of Native American populations even though California is home to the largest
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Indigenous population in the United States. It is important to note that my research occurred during
COVID-19 when we saw a surge in social justice movements across the nation and calls for the start
of fundamental systemic changes rather than band-aids and performative allyship fueled by what is
trending on social media. This work is done and driven by community organizers who are the boots
on the ground and work directly with the communities.
When working with the community or collaborating, I kept three things in mind: first,
relationship-building can be time and energy-consuming. However, they are the necessary first step
to building the foundation of the partnership. The mindset needs to be community-oriented to
understand that you are there to work with the community. Cultivating relationships is necessary
to build trust and a long-term connection. Through my interactions with the Native students via
one-on-ones, as the co-advisor to the Native student organization, American Indian Student
Organization (AISO), and collaborating with tribal partners, I have had the opportunity to build
such relationships. Second, meeting them where they are at rather than where you think they
should be at, and third, that we are all working towards a similar goal. I have noticed that this kind
of approach is not the standard. As I continue my work in higher education, I wonder if there is a
benefit to taking a collectivist approach to collaborations. It is also not always about individual
recognition but rather the community's accomplishment. We are stronger working together
collectively than individually since there are many strengths, insights, and expertise. As I continued
this work, I wanted to collaborate with different campus offices to figure out the best way to
support our Native students and create a sustainable plan that allows for growth and new
opportunities in the future.
Methods I
When choosing my research approach, I looked back to my values which include community
and collaboration. I wanted to make sure that I was mindful when conducting my research to
include the community and participants in the process so that my research stemmed from a
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community-oriented and strength-based lens. Therefore, I chose the Appreciative Inquiry (AI)
model, which “…refers to both a search for knowledge and a theory of intentional collective action
which are designed to help evolve the normative vision and will of a group, organization, or society
as a whole” (Cooperrider & Srivastva, 1987, p.153). I chose to use the Appreciative Inquiry 4-D
Cycle with the “D’s” representing the four phases of Discovery, Dream, Design, and Destiny (See
Figure 1). Each of these four phases explores a different focus, specifically Discovery (Appreciating)
looks at “best of what is and what has been,” Dream (Envisioning/Imagining) looks at “what
could/might be,” Design (Co-constructing/Innovating) looks at “what should be,” and Destiny
(Sustaining/Delivering) looks at “what will be” (Cooperrider & Whitney, 2005; Whitney & TrostenBloom, 2010).
Figure 1
Cooperrider & Srivastva’s (1987) Appreciative Inquiry

Discovery
"The best
of what is"

Destiny
"What will
be"

Affirmative
Topics

Design
"What
shoud be"

Dream
"What
could be"
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For my theoretical framework, I looked to Tribal Critical Race Theory, also known as
TribalCrit, which:
provides a theoretical lens for addressing many of the issues facing American Indian
communities today, including issues of language shift and language loss, natural resources
management, the lack of students graduating from colleges and universities, the
overrepresentation of American Indians in special education, and power struggles between
federal, state, and tribal governments (Brayboy, 2006, p. 430).
Brayboy (2006) further discusses how while other Critical Race Theories focus on the impact that
racism has in society, “TribalCrit emphasizes that colonization is endemic to society” (p. 429). This
is a critical lens because Native Americans are in a unique position in that Native American is a
racial designation and a political/legal standing. Tribal Crit includes nine tenants describing the
Native American experience. I have focused on tenants four and eight to delve into the Native
American/Indigenous students’ experience at USD. I used tenant number four which states,
“Indigenous peoples have a desire to obtain and forge tribal sovereignty, tribal autonomy, selfdetermination, and self-identification,” to organize the data gathered.
For this research, I am centering the narratives of the Native American students’ experience
at USD, which connects back to Tribal Crit tenant number eight, which states, “Stories are not
separate from theory; they make up theory and are, therefore, real and legitimate sources of data
and ways of being” (Brayboy, 2006, p.429). Specifically, I implemented Solorzano and Yosso’s
(2002) use of counter-story:
A method of telling the stories of those people whose experiences are not often told (i.e.,
those on the margins of society). The counter-story is also a tool for exposing, analyzing,
and challenging the majoritarian stories of racial privilege. Storytelling and counterstorytelling these experiences can help strengthen traditions of social, political, and cultural
survival and resistance. (p. 32)
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Highlighting the importance of stories as a form of data and challenging the current dominant
narrative flips the script and looks at communities of color and the Native American community
through a strength-based lens rather than the traditional deficit-based one. I chose to concentrate
on collecting qualitative data through narratives because “Stories humanize us. Telling stories
invests text with feeling, gives voices to those who were taught to hide their emotions. Hearing
stories invites hearers to participate, challenging their assumptions, jarring their complacency,
lifting their spirits and lowering their defenses” (Delgado, 1989, p.2440). I want to uplift and share
the experiences of our Native American students so that the USD community can understand the
support and active allyship needed. It needs to go beyond non-Native folks reading a book but not
wanting to do the work or checking the box by reading a land acknowledgment with no action
behind it.
Cycles Overview
Because of my values regarding community, collaboration, and belief, I wanted an action
research method that would allow me to come from a community-centered and strength-based
approach. The Appreciative Inquiry model allows for both as well as gives the space to work
creatively and collectively. Previously working at a community-based organization and
understanding the importance of relationships also intersects with Indigenous research
methodologies that place relationality as a core understanding (Tsinnajinnie et al., 2019).
For my action research project, I completed a pre-cycle with two cycles. The cycles focused
on collecting qualitative data that included narratives focusing on the Native American student
experience at USD. The pre-cycle was two parts with a questionnaire in addition to an
observation/experience piece. The first cycle, conversational interviews, allowed the participants to
talk about their experience as Native American students at USD. The second cycle was a community
time (focus group) to allow the participants to discuss their identities and dream about the future
through creative activity and discussion. Both cycles intended to give the participants the space to
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reflect, connect and share their experiences centered around their Native American identity. I
wanted to ensure that I practiced care and transparency throughout my research process, which
included checking in with the participants and seeking feedback.
Pre-Cycle (Discovery)
Over the last two years at USD, I noticed that during discussions around how to support our
ever-growing diverse student population on campus, how our Native students are often excluded
from the conversation. I chose to focus the research on the Native American experience at USD after
imagining how I could support our office and contribute to the work to support the ever-evolving
needs of our current and future Native American/Indigenous students.
Working directly with Native American students allowed me to see the limited visible
support and resources they receive, impacting their experience. There is also an extreme lack of
literature about the experience of Native American students at private Catholic universities. Since
the Native American student population is invisible to most of the campus, I wanted to spotlight
their stories to show the complexity of the Native American experiences because they are viewed as
a monolith rather than individual tribes with their unique customs and histories. I also wanted to
be inclusive in understanding what the experiences of Native American students looked like at USD,
which is why I decided to not just focus on undergraduates but also included graduate/law and
alumni.
Throughout my process, I relied on my critical friend group, which consists of individuals
who challenged and supported me as I went through this process. They included Miso Jang, the
Graduate Assistant for the USD United Front Multicultural Center (UFMC); Risa Farrell, a Program
Coordinator for Master of Advanced Studies Program in Marine Biodiversity and Conservation at
the University of California San Diego; Persephone Lewis, Tribal Liaison at USD, and Dr. Nydia
Sánchez, Assistant Professor in the Department of Leadership Studies at USD. Regularly connecting
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with my critical friend group ensured that I was constantly reflecting on the actions that I was
taking, holding myself accountable, and adjusting based on feedback.
Observation/Experience
The pre-cycle was the first phase of the 4-D’s, Discovery, which looked at appreciating
“what is and exists now.” Through observations and conversations, I explored what currently exists
at USD in support of the Native American community. The pre-cycle was divided into two parts. The
first part included observing the ongoing dynamics on campus related to Native students through
opportunities such as campus events and meetings in my position as the Graduate Assistant in the
Office of the Tribal Liaison. These dynamics were vital because they touched on the idea of
collectivism and community, with campus partnerships being more than a transaction. Observing
was ongoing during cycles 1 and 2 since events and meetings constantly happened throughout the
year. I researched and reviewed existing documentation, had conversations with the Tribal Liaison,
and journaled to reflect on my positionality, impact, observations (verbal and non-verbal), and
growth. I used my own experience and observations as qualitative data for my pre-cycle, which
influenced the questions, I asked in both cycles.
During my research of what currently exists at USD, I found that initial steps were taken to
begin changes on campus slowly. For example, in 2015, the David W. May American Indian Gallery
made a new commitment to highlighting contemporary Indigenous artists, the American Indian
Student Organization (AISO) and the Native Alumni Network, and as of fall 2020, the Native Alumni
Network Scholarship Fund. In later years, there was the removal of mission from all buildings on
campus and the renaming of Mission Crossroads to Mata’yuum Crossroads, which means “gathering
place” in the Kumeyaay language. Also, as part of Native student-initiated and driven efforts, Serra
Hall was renamed to include St. Kateri Tekakwitha (Mohawk), the first Native American Catholic
Saint. Additionally, the creation of the Kumeyaay Garden in 2017 was also filled with native plants
and had the art piece My Ewaa Ah by Native artist Johnny Bear Contreras (Kumeyaay). “A
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committee of students, staff, and faculty worked with local ethnobotanists Kristie Orosco
(Kumeyaay) and Richard Bugbee (Luiseño) to highlight Kumeyaay names and uses for the fifty
plants in the garden” (USD, n.d.). Another is the permanent Tribal Flag Display to honor Tribal
Nations in the School of Leadership and Education Studies (SOLES), an effort led by an Indigenous
Ph.D. student. Most recently in February 2020, a collection of Indigenous items known as the Hubbs
Collection was found in Saints Tekakwitha & Serra Hall after sitting in a closet for fifteen years. The
Hubbs Collection is spread over 400 boxes. USD, UCSD, and the Museum of Us are in the preliminary
process of inventorying all the boxes in compliance with the Native American Graves Protection
and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). NAGPRA was enacted in 1990 to repatriate ancestors, funerary
objects, sacred objects, and objects of cultural patrimony back to lineal descendants, Native
American tribes, and Native Hawaiian organizations (Department of the Interior Office of
Congressional and Legislative Affairs, 2005). NAGPRA “requires federal agencies and museums,
universities, state agencies, local governments, or any institution that receives Federal funds to
comply with NAGPRA” (National Park Service, 2021). This process will take years and will require
transparency, conversations with Tribal Nations, and much more. It also brings up the need for
candid conversations about higher education’s role in repatriation and the need to create university
policies to ensure that if this happens in the future, a process is already in place and to ensure that
something like this does not happen again in the future.
During this part of my research, I also explored two questions (1) what support/services
were currently in place for Native students at USD, and were these services, such as Student
Support Services, actively promoted to Native students? (2) Are there re-occurring campus
community events outside of those coordinated by the OTL to educate, celebrate, and support
Native students, such as a Native American social during Olé Opening Weekend to welcome new
students and their families, for example. These questions influenced the questions I asked during
the conversational interviews and community time activities.
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Questionnaire
For the second part of the pre-cycle, an invitation to participate email was sent out to all
current Native American students and to the contact for Native alumni on January 13, 2021. The
email overviewed the purpose of the research, the activities, and the time commitment. If they were
interested, they emailed me directly. I sent a follow-up email with additional instructions and the
link to the 15-minute online questionnaire, which also included a link to the consent form so
participants could save a copy for their records. The questionnaire closed on January 31st. The
questionnaire collected general information around participation on and off-campus, thoughts
about campus resources, and demographic information. The questionnaire was a continuation of
the research and observations done in part one. I tried to find what existing resources students
used and their campus support (see Appendix A). The questionnaire also collected their
availabilities which were used for the subsequent two cycles to coordinate the conversational
interviews and community time.
Participants
My participants were current USD Native undergraduate students (second years and up)
because they had the opportunity to experience a full year at USD, current Native Graduate/Law
students, and USD Native Alumni. Alumni graduated in the last five years because they had the
space to reflect on their experience as a student. I chose a diverse group of participants because I
hoped that it would allow for rich conversations and reflections that could capture the multiple
complex experiences that Native students and alumni had while at USD.
The email recruitment (see Appendix B) and flyer marketing (see Appendix C) was sent to
the current list of students who self-identified as American Indian/Alaska Native when applying to
USD and outreaching to the USD Native Alumni Affinity Group. The flyer was shared on the Office of
the Tribal Liaison’s Instagram, Facebook, and newsletter. Participants agreed to a virtual consent
form and were given a verbal overview of the study during cycle 1. I have included a breakdown
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(see Table 2) of the number of participants that participated in each cycle and what group they
were a part of (i.e., undergraduates). To protect participants’ identities, each chose their
pseudonym or was given one by me, which is how they will be referred to throughout the paper
(see Table 3).
Table 2
Number of Participants Per Cycle

Pre-Cycle
Questionnaire
Cycle 1
Conversational
Interviews
Cycle 2
Community Time
(Focus Group)

Total Number
of Participants

Undergraduates
(2nd Years and
Up)

Graduate/Law
Students

Alumni
(Graduate in
Last 5 Years

13

5

4

4

10

4

4

2

8

3

4

1

Native American students have political identities as enrolled members of dependent
sovereign nations. However, they have also been racialized within the colonization process. The
result is a complex identity based on their status as citizens of their tribal nations and a myriad of
additional factors. These include the experience of growing up in urban areas versus within their
reservation’s boundaries, their connections with their tribal communities and cultural practices, as
well as their socioeconomic and racial identities. When I chose participants, it was based on the
participants self-identifying as Native American. It was not based on their tribal affiliation or tribal
enrollment (see Table 3). “Tribal enrollment requirements preserve the unique character and
traditions of each tribe” (Department of Interior, n.d.). Tribal enrollment varies from tribe to tribe;
two common requirements are:
lineal decendency from someone named on the tribe’s base roll or relationship to a tribal
member who descended from someone on the base roll. (A “base roll” is the original list of
members as designated in a tribal constitution or other document specifying enrollment
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criteria.) Other conditions such as tribal blood quantum, tribal residency, or continued
contact with tribe are common. (Department of Interior, n.d.)
Table 3
Participants’ Profiles
Name

Classification Age Gender Cycles
Ethnicity
Conversational Interview Group # 1

Emerson

UG Senior

21

Ellie

UG Junior

20

Crono

Doctoral
Student

31

Dee

2020 Alumni

23

Allison

Masters Student
23
(1st Year)

Male

Both

Native American

Female
Both
Native American
Conversational Group #2
Native American,
Male
Both
English, Irish, German
Native American,
Female Cycle 1
white
Conversational Group #3
Female

Both

Tribal Affiliation
Pechanga Band of Luiseño
Indians (Enrolled)
Diné (Navajo) (Enrolled)
Oneida Nation of
Wisconsin (Enrolled)
Hopi & Purépecha
(Not Enrolled)

Alaska Native, white Ninilchik Tribe (Enrolled)

Conversational Group #4
Law Student –
2L (2nd Year)

Alex

25

Male

Both

Native American

Big Pine Paiute Tribe
(Enrolled)

Conversational Group #5
Jordan
Xochitl
Arden

2020 Alumni

22

Law Student- 3L
26
(3rd Year)
UG Senior

20

Male

Both

Native American

Female

Both

Black, Mexican

Native American,
white
Conversational Group #6

Female

Cycle 1

Hopland Band of Pomo
Indians (Enrolled)
Cherokee
(Not Enrolled)
Chickasaw Tribal Nation
(Enrolled)

Standing Rock Sioux Tribe
(Enrolled)
Note. Crono also has Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Tribal Citizenship as the Oneida is one of six
Nations of the Haudenosaunee confederacy.
Ava

UG Senior

23

Female

Both

Native American

I was pleasantly surprised by the number of folks interested in participating in the research
and who stayed through the whole process. I was hoping to get at least three participants and was
cautious since I am a non-Native, and while Native students had been receiving emails from me, the
majority had never met me before. Of the thirteen individuals who completed the questionnaire, ten
of them participated in the interviews. Seeing this boosted my resolve that this research was
essential and that participants wanted to share their experiences.
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Cycle 1 (Dream): Conversational Interviews
Since the Appreciative Inquiry model can be fluid and there is no one correct way to utilize
it for cycle 1, I continued to explore “what is” and introduced the focus for the next of the 4-D’s,
which is “what could be.” Instead of using the traditional interview model, I chose to conduct
conversational interviews because it is more informal and allows for building a relationship and for
a two-way conversation between the participants and myself. It also allowed participants to build
off one another’s thoughts and generate ideas that may not have happened in a one-on-one
interview. I prioritized having the interviews conducted in pairs or triads created when possible,
using a common touchpoint between the participants, such as undergraduate students.
Cycle 1 took place from February to March 2021, with the shortest conversation over
twenty-five minutes and the longest just under two hours. It came to about six and a half hours of
recordings. Ten responded to the follow-up email to schedule a conversational interview (see Table
2). I had conversations with the ten participants in six different groups (see Table 3). Initially, I
intended to finish all interviews by the end of February. However, some interviews were
rescheduled, and one group, initially a pair, had to be split due to availability and time zone
differences. Because of the number of interviews and some were rescheduled, cycle 1 and cycle 2
happened simultaneously.
Since the priority for the conversational interviews was to have pairs or triads, if necessary,
the scheduling became tricky to work around school, work, and time zone differences and have the
least number of groups possible. Organizational-wise, because everything had to be virtual made it
easier to track crucial information and organize all the incoming data from the questionnaire and
emails. My process to create the interview groups was a puzzle. Ideally, I wanted all the participants
to be in a group with others who shared at least one touchpoint, such as their status either as a
current student or alumni or a connection to their identity are they from a mixed ethnic
background, for example. My first step was to create a spreadsheet and list the demographic
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information I gathered from the questionnaire. I specifically focused on their age, status, and ethnic
background. I then color-coded based on availability to create the initial groupings. I then reorganized the groups based on a mutual touchpoint and prioritized pairings that I thought would
have lively conversations based on their questionnaire responses or personal knowledge. The
result was two groups of pairs, three groups of singles, and one triad group. I also used this
spreadsheet to track interview completion, completion of the transcript, if a copy was sent, and
completion of community time sessions.
How I conducted this first cycle was vital because it set the tone for the cycle that followed. I
wanted to ensure that the participants felt safe to discuss challenging topics, were candid, and did
not censor themselves. For all the interviews, I had a pre-recording conversation with the group,
which included:
1. A check-in to see how everyone was feeling
2. Explanation of the purpose of the pseudonyms
3. Clarified how names in the transcripts or the audio recording could be changed or
omitted if used in the future in case they accidentally used a participant’s actual name
4. Explanation of why I was using conversational group interviewing style
5. Space for questions or to share concerns they have before we began and confirmed that
everyone was ready to begin
To ensure that I continued the practice of care, I also let the participants know that I would check in
to see if they needed a break at the halfway point of our session, but at any time, they could let me
know they needed a break, and the recording would be paused.
Interviews could be intimidating and stressful, so I framed this cycle as a more organic and
fluid conversation. Based on my personal experience with reflecting, I knew that the time someone
needed to process and reflect could vary. So, I chose to have the interviews be a maximum of two
hours long to ensure that participants did not feel rushed or pressured to answer right away during
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the conversation and that they could always circle back to a previous question. The questions
created for this cycle were used as a guide, but if the conversation diverged, we followed that train
of thought before we circled back. The guiding questions are grouped into three broad themes,
identity and sense of belonging, support, and dreaming (see Appendix D). These questions connect
the pre-cycle’s Discovery focus of “what is,” this cycle’s Dream focus of “what could be,” and the
next cycle’s Design which is “what should be.” I intentionally included questions to get the
participants to start thinking about what was possible with no restrictions to generate ideas for
cycle two’s activity.
I felt some trepidation going into this cycle because I was unsure of how the participants
would react to me and if they would be receptive to my questions. Each of the conversational
interviews had a different tone. However, a common thread was that they were excited to be in
community with other Native students and were eager to discuss their experiences. I am glad that I
decided to use conversational interviews; it made the conversations more natural and did not feel
stilted. During this cycle, our office was busy with educational events such as the Allyship with the
Native American community conversation from both the Native and non-Native perspective, a
conversation with Councilman Marc Luker (Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians) around
understanding tribal sovereignty and self-determination and Native Graduation. I was also trying to
navigate my final semester of graduate school and the surge of attacks on the Asian community, my
community’s most vulnerable. So, the most salient feelings to me during the conversations with the
participants were invisibility, sorrow, and strength.
Cycle 2 (Design): Community Time
For my final cycle, I focused on the 4-D, Design, which looked at “what should be” the
purpose of this final cycle was an opportunity as a community to share and collaborate. Initially, I
intended to host one community time session. However, due to the number of participants, I
decided to host multiple community time sessions to accommodate most folks best. I utilized a
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Doodle poll to track availabilities and who would be unable to attend any of the three options, so I
could follow up with them separately to schedule an individual session. There ended up being two
sessions; the first had seven participants, and the second had one. The intent for this was to build
off the energy and conversations we had during the conversational interviews. The maximum
length of time for the community time session was two hours. The first session went past the time
bounds (the participants agreed), and the other went almost two hours.
The first part of the opening activity asked the participants to answer the following
question, what do they think the wider USD campus community thinks of or visualizes when they
hear Native American, Indigenous, or American Indian/Alaska Native? For the creative activity (see
Appendix E), the participants used Google Jamboard, a virtual interactive whiteboard. The
participants were paired with another participant and assigned a blank Jamboard where they used
the available tools to free draw, search for images, and type their ideas. An added layer was that this
was a silent activity, and the participants could work collaboratively on their board to generate
ideas or work independently of each other. Once the participants had finished their brainstorming
composition, they looked silently through each other’s boards and used the shapes tool to put a
mark on other’s boards that they agreed with or stood out to them (see Figure 2). We concluded the
first part of the activity with a conversation about their immediate thoughts after they completed
this activity and how they felt as they worked on the boards in silence.
Originally for this opening activity, I envisioned taking about thirty minutes to complete
each opening question. Ten minutes for the initial brainstorming, five minutes for the review, and
fifteen minutes to discuss it took the first group just under an hour to complete the first question. I
was flexible with the time for the initial question since there would be an adjustment period to
familiarize themselves with the tools and focus on answering the question. The second question of
the opening, as someone who identifies as Native American/Indigenous/American Indian or Alaska
Native, how do you see yourself and your communities, went more quickly and took about thirty
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minutes to complete (see Figure 3). The format was the same as the first question, and during the
discussion, participants shared their thoughts and if the second question was easier or harder to
answer.
Figure 2
Opening Activity Question One Brainstorming Examples

Note. Google’s Jamboard the “image search returns copyright-free, safe search images.” Source:
https://support.google.com/jamboard/thread/3133465/image-search-is-barely-functional?hl=en
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Opening Activity Question Two Brainstorming Examples
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For the dreaming activity initially, I was going to use a similar format to the opening
activity. The only change was that instead of working in pairs, each participant was assigned a
Jamboard of their own. Due to time constraints and because I wanted the emphasis on collectively
dreaming about the guiding questions (see Figure 4), I dropped the Jamboard component. Instead, I
opened the floor for the participants to share and discuss.
Figure 4
Dreaming Activity Guiding Questions

Based on my experience during the first community time, I modified the timing of the
activities for the second session so that the opening questions were given a total of an hour and ten
minutes, and the dreaming activity was given forty to forty-five minutes. I thought that I would have
a pair for the second session, but only one participant could join, so I had to modify the activities to
get a similar experience as I could replicate as the first group. I had them work on the same
Jamboard document as the first group to look through and reflect on the other participants'
thoughts, just like the first session. Though the second group only had one participant, we still had a
lively discussion during the dreaming activity.
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I was elated with the favorable activities feedback, and the participants enjoyed the
opportunity to gather and chat together. They inquired if there would be more opportunities to be
in community, and I made one of them the host to continue their conversations after the community
time session. Seeing the visual representation of the Native American identity from the non-Native
and Native perspective was powerful and captured the participants' thoughts differently than the
conversational interviews.
Due to COVID-19, all conversational interviews and the community were done over Zoom
and recorded. Participants were instructed in advance to change their Zoom name to their
pseudonym and could have their camera on or off depending on their comfort level. The video
recordings were downloaded, and the transcribing program Otter.ai was used to convert the video
file into an MP3 audio file and transcribed. I reviewed every transcript, edited them for accuracy
based on the audio, and cleaned them for grammar and readability. My priority was to approach my
research from a place of care to ensure that the participants felt informed and valued. To be fully
transparent, after the conclusion of the data collection, participants were sent an email with
original copies (not cleaned versions) of their interview and community time session transcripts. I
wanted to ensure that their words and meanings were accurately shared and to allow them the
opportunity to share additional comments or clarify what they may have said since they had time to
reflect and process after both sessions.
Findings
While conducting this research, I did not understand the full scope of how much data was
collected through the conversational interviews and community time until I started transcribing
and listening to all of them. I found many different themes that can be more deeply analyzed to
understand the nuances. For this specific paper, I will be focusing on three broad themes, Who I am
vs. Whom They Want Me to Be, (in)visibility, and Changing Campus Culture.
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Whom They Expect to See vs. Who I Am
During the community time opening activity, participants created visuals that shared
contrasting views of what they imagined non-Natives and Natives thought of when they heard
Native American (see Figure 2 & Figure 3). From the non-Native view, there were the repeating
themes of frozen in the past or invisible, an inconvenience (referring to social activism), a mascot,
tipis, a culture commodified to make it trendy, casinos, and romanticized ideas (i.e., Pocahontas).
Ava (Standing Rock Sioux Tribe) shared how:
I've never been more questioned about my cultural identity than I have by non-Natives like,
oh, how much Native are you and you don't look Native, you don't have long hair. Like, all
those are like that trying to break those stereotypical stereotypes.
For how they see themselves and their communities Allison (Ninilchik Tribe) shared the
progressive, creative actions that Alaska Natives were taking to distribute the COVID-19 vaccine
rollout and the sharing of culture (i.e., mother and daughter Inuuk throat singers) on social media.
Emerson (Pechanga Band of Luiseño Indians) and Xochitl (Cherokee) shared connection, pride,
complexity, and supporting Indigenous rights. Ava and Crono (Oneida Nation of Wisconsin) shared
that they are defenders, activists, and advocates (i.e., No Dakota Access Pipeline-DAPL and Missing
and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls), connected to seven generations before us and seven
generations after us, and carriers of their ancestors’ knowledge. Ellie (Diné), Alex (Big Pine Paiute
Tribe), and Jordan (Hopland Band of Pomo Indians) shared the importance of intersectionality (i.e.,

you can be Christian and Native), the impact of boarding schools, connection to the natural world,
and resilience. Ellie also shared how she hopes there can be a shift in the future of how non-Native
folks see Native Americans.
There are people, and it feels like the majority, who see us in a bad light. It makes me
hopeful that we're moving towards a more positive light, you know, as we continue to share
our culture and how we see each other. Maybe start to think about how the future might be
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and how I view other cultures too because I don't view other cultures in a negative light.
And I would hope that people don't think that about Native Americans all the time.
(In)Visibility
In Hiding in the Ivy: American Indian Students and Visibility in Elite Education Settings,
Brayboy (2004) discusses this idea of (in)visibility in that:
“…American Indian students are left to choose between the lesser of two evils: retreating
into the silence and invisibility that are more comfortable, or challenging the inaccurate
representations and sharing information about what “real” Indians are, and thus becoming
more visible” (p.144).
In her interview, Dee (Hopi & Purépecha) touched on this idea of invisibility in response to why is
there a need to support Native and Indigenous students specifically in higher education?
My life experience colors the way that I see other people's life experiences. If it's 70% white
people, 80% white people, and they hear my experience, but they don't understand it at all,
or they don't empathize with it at all like that is undercutting my ability to be seen as a
person or be supported as a person in that institution. We wouldn't need more help or
anything if we were seen and heard, and if our experiences were validated, but being in an
institution or in places where we're not seen as people, and we're seen as these as people
trying to just push your own agenda forward.
In the same interview, answering how being Indigenous affects his sense of belonging on campus,
Crono shared his visible experience.
I had like a braid halfway down my back. And I were just going on campus, and never had I
felt so, examined and like I wasn't supposed to be there. I was waiting in line for the bus,
and there's multiple people coming up behind me they're like do you think it's real like I
dare you to pull on it or like I dare you to cut it off or just like say things like that it is really
tough, and it hurts, to be honest, I never recovered from that.
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He further expanded on the impact that being visible and cutting his hair to fit in had on him.
I felt like with my hair, that being a part of my culture, that it's really sad to think about now.
It’s like your connection to all living things and to like your spirit is part of your identity of
where you’ve come from. Yeah, it's really hard to have cut that off. And when I look in the
mirror, it's like, okay, now I'm more socially acceptable, you know, at this school, that's
great. But like what did I give up do so. That's hard.
Answering the same question as Crono in her interview, Arden (Chickasaw Tribal Nation) shared
how her opinion in Native spaces can “be discounted” since she is white-passing.
I was in a Catholicism class this past week, and we were talking about the change of the
building name from Serra Hall to Saints Tekakwitha and Serra. A lot of people were talking
about how it's great for inclusivity, and that is a phenomenal thing to do. It got to my turn to
speak. And I said, you know, at the end of the day, it still feels kind of like a band-aid, right?
To rename those buildings, yeah, it's nice to be included. But at the end of the day, was it an
afterthought, like, the world is in turmoil? And so, you made this decision? Or was it because
it was for the best interest of those communities? I said this piece, and my professor made a
comment about how the Native American students might feel differently. And I felt real
accomplished to get to sit there and say I am a Native American student.
Crono also discusses how he needed to prove his Indigeneity after cutting his hair because he no
longer fit the image of what a “real” Native American is.
And since then, it was like I'm on the opposite side of the spectrum. After I cut my hair, I
wasn't Indigenous enough to anyone like, oh, wait, you're Indian. Like, you're not Indian,
like you're not really Indian, though. Just because I guess my intersectionality that I'm lightskinned Native, I'm still Indigenous.
Ava echoed this sentiment during the community time session, how the burden of proof is put on
Native folks.
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Because when you're like, no, it's a thing, and then you have to go through that process of
trying to be the educators. And it’s so hard because then you don't want to be discouraged
from not standing up and telling them what's what. When we talk about being mixed or
being half, we're the only people that have to prove our blood quantum, and we were the
First Nations people, and we have to deal with certificates of Indian blood. That's always got
on my nerves. I'm not mixed. Both my dad and my mom are from Standing Rock we're
Lakota Dakota. I feel like that's always bothered me. Because I don't want anyone to feel
that they're less than or they're not Native. You can still learn and get into the culture, not
just what it says on paper.
During their conversational interview discussing how they consciously decide to speak up about
certain topics, Emerson and Ellie highlighted the unintended responsibility of visibility, how you
become the voice for your community. The example Emerson gave was during a sizeable virtual
training session:
When they were doing the training for RAs, SAs, TSAs, I wanted to become a TSA, and they
had a little statement about talking circles or whatever. And it was like; I don't know,
hundreds of people in that thing. So, I was like, oh God, I don't want to, like speak up. But
there are times when I'm like, okay, I can't really let that slide because like in that case,
that's what they were going to tell to all the incoming students for all the freshmen and
transfer students, so I was like, okay, I gotta say something.
Since high school, Ellie has been speaking up because she was “infuriated” by the inaccurate and
stereotypical ways Native Americans were portrayed. “That typical like savages, they're all
alcoholics now things the very stereotypical things people truly believe. And then, at some points,
people were like, I didn't even know that Native Americans even existed anymore”. The multitude
of experiences that the participants shared support Brayboy’s concept of (in)visibility.
Changing Campus Culture
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COVID-19, recent Presidential elections, and social justice movements have folks critically
looking at how institutions, including higher education, are or are not aligning with their listed
mission and goals. Folks want actional steps to ensure that they are feeling seen and supported.
Several participants discussed optical or performative allyship: those with power and
privilege saying the words of solidarity but not digging deeper and taking action to interrupt the
dominant narrative or work towards systemic changes. At the end of the community time, I asked if
there were any final thoughts, which started a conversation between three participants. Alex said
that he wanted to talk about the building renaming to include St. Kateri Tekakwitha:
One more issue is you’re talking about Kateri Tekakwitha earlier because I grew up going to
church on Barona, and that was BKT Parish, and seeing her name on a building with Serra
bugs me. That them putting them together trying to please Natives and then it was such a
bad half measure to me that's even worse than just having a Serra Hall is having their names
together.
Crono agreed:
In an ideal world, it's just a full name change to Tekakwitha. And you might have like some
players on campus that recognizes like our history our really systemically racist history that
we were doing that as it is to let people know, this is what we were as a campus, this is
where we're going. That'd be an ideal world. I agree.
Emerson also mentioned how there was no effort:
Of wanting to learn how to say her name, they just say Saints, you know, they're like, alright,
we're not gonna say, Serra, because that's offensive. And we don't want to learn how to say
the name. So, it's Saints to include both. It's like, okay, thank you for nothing.
Emerson further elaborated that Native American folk can be seen as “stuck, stubborn, difficult to
please” by non-Natives when advocating for themselves.
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What more do you want now? That's what they're saying. Like, you got the name on there
on the building. What more do you want? Well, we would rather it not be there at all, but I
mean, they just don't think about it. What are we feeling when we see those names on the
buildings?
Instead of performative allyship, it should look like spaces on campus inviting and compensating
Native speakers to speak about topics they are passionate about rather than depending on
students' free labor. In her interview, Ellie said,
The short-term would-be spaces on campus begin to outreach to Native scholars or
whatever, and not ask us. They're reaching out to other people who are actually experts in
their field, and they love to talk about it. They love to teach other people.
For generations, student activism has been a way of life for universities, from students
fighting for the right to have Ethnic Studies courses or graduate students demanding to be paid a
living wage. Student activism has helped shape the world of higher education. During their
interview, Dee and Chrono discussed what a campus community that supports Native American or
Indigenous students looks like? Dee eloquently shared that it:
Would be a place where Indigeneity is recognized and not erased, and where our voices
matter, and where there are events and support and communication with the outside, like
tribes in the area. I feel like, at USD, I was often seen as an Indigenous student, and not as
Dee, and I am an Indigenous student, but I'm also myself. And so, I think that a place that
recognizes people for their tribes and their relation and everything. Also, a place that is not
just you're an Indigenous student, so you don't like Serra Hall, or whatever it is a place that
sees students of color and Indigenous students as people instead of as their labels.
Chrono referred to a previous discussion about how students’ social activism is a part of the
campus culture at public institutions.
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What we've seen that exhibited at some Cal State schools where you have this kind of
encouraged political activism, encourage social activism, where it's not looked down upon,
but you're like, it's encouraged upon to like to take a stand and to see who you are, and your
identity or what you believe in.
In the community time, Emerson shared how student advocacy is not welcomed and the work is put
back on those with Native identities to do the work.
Sometimes, we don't feel welcome on campus because we're always having to advocate for
ourselves. And if you're a Native student, at USD, you're never not advocating for Native
ideas. Because when it comes to like events, a bunch of people want to have Indigenous
events, but it goes, it goes on to the students or Perse to talk about it. So, it's a lot of work to
be Native at USD.
Ultimately, being connected to and a part of a community is an essential factor of student
success. Some critical thoughts continued to appear related to community in the dreaming portions
for both the conversational interviews and the community time. There was the need for a physical
space for Native students to gather and socialize, the hiring of Native faculty and administrators,
more intentional recruitment, and support (including monetary) of Native students, and a team of
full-time staff to support the Tribal Liaison to name a few. A space to be in community is vital
because, as Ava shared in her interview:
Native Americans just gather and talk about whatever because we share that identity,
instead of just talking about what hurts us and what affects us, and how we think about
social issues and political things when some of us aren't really comfortable talking about
those, we'd rather just like, be with our community.
In his interview, Emerson shared that having a physical space for the Native community would
represent “Something tangible we can visit and be in that lets us know that they know we're there”.
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And in the community time, Crono echoed a similar sentiment of how “we feel so isolated,” and the
strength that students gain from being in community and the power of having a physical space “on
campus would be huge for connectivity and identity and strength”.
Limitations
There are a few limitations to my research. First, I am a non-Native womxn of color from a
mixed heritage background, and while I may empathize and can draw parallels between my
experience and those of Native Americans, it is not the same. My ever-developing understanding of
the Native experience is based on mentorship, research, and experiences that are shared with me
rather than firsthand knowledge. Working at the OTL and on this research, I have begun to scratch
the surface of the Indigenous knowledge and scholarship about the Native American experience.
Second, the data collected during this research focused on a specific population since I delimited it
to the second year and up undergraduates, graduate/law students, and alumni who graduated in
the last five years due to time and capacity. In the future, I would expand this to include all Native
undergraduates and Native alumni beyond the last five years. Another would also be expanding the
research to include Native students and alumni at other private predominately white Catholic
universities in California, which would be an opportunity to explore the differences and similarities
of experiences shared by Native students regardless of campus. Finally, due to COVID-19, all the
conversational interviews, community time, and activities were conducted in front of a computer.
Being virtual most likely contributed to the general virtual/computer fatigue due to school and
work being virtual and can be one reason for losing participants during each cycle.
Recommendations (Destiny)
The final 4-D is Destiny or “what will be” is the action taken based on the learning,
dreaming, and planning that was done throughout this research. Three major themes made up the
findings. The first was the conflicting ideas of identities between how non-Natives perceive Native
Americans and Native Americans see themselves and their communities. Second is Brayboy’s idea
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of (in)visibility in which Native students can choose for themselves to be visible or invisible.
However, it can also be put on them and impact how they can navigate higher education. And last is
changing campus culture, which includes shifting away from performative allyship, supporting
student activism, and community building. The narratives shared in the findings showed the
complexity of the Native American students’ identity and experience even within this group of
participants.
Non-Tribal universities use the Land Acknowledgement as a gateway step to acknowledge
the local Native American/Indigenous communities whose land the universities reside on.
However, a Land Acknowledgement is not a requirement at USD. If included, it is often missing the
context of why a Land Acknowledgement is said, Native students and faculty are asked to say it, and
there are no follow-up actions that the campus community could take based on this information
which makes it a form of performative allyship. And while a nice gesture, the building renamings
changes did not generate any campus culture change or active support for the Native community
who are impacted. Instead, it has continued to harm the community with which the name change
was supposed to be in solidarity. The recommendations listed below are actionable items that
address some of the needs listed in the findings.
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
A formal understanding to establish a reciprocal and respectful relationship with local
tribes would strengthen the ties and show USD’s long-term commitment to local Tribal Nations. For
example, the Torero Promise program includes five local Catholic high schools and three Catholic
high schools in Riverside and San Bernardino counties and was recently expanded to include two
San Diego public high schools. An MOU could expand the Torero Promise to have a “Guaranteed
Admission Agreement” extended to students from the four local Tribal Nations (Kumeyaay,
Luiseño, Cupeño, and Cahuilla). This should be extended to the Kumeyaay Tribes both north and
south of the border, and being based in San Diego, USD is already familiar with transborder
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students. The MOU could also include funding access in application fee waivers and need-based
scholarships for Kumeyaay descendants (north and south of the border), which could be expanded
to include other Tribal Nations. The offering of additional monetary support will mean that for
many USD would become a viable option. Funding can be challenging, so maybe there can be a
priority to create a fundraising plan for an endowment to fund need-based scholarships.
USD Staff and Faculty
The current expectation that the Tribal Liaison can oversee recruitment and retention and
build relationships with the tribal communities, advise, and educate the campus is unsustainable.
“Of all respondents who identified as American Indian and Alaska Native alone or in combination
with another race, California had the largest percentage (14 percent)” (Census, 2021, p. 6).
However, this is not reflected through USD’s Native student population. In addition to the Tribal
Liaison, there need to be at least two additional staff members. The first would be a full-time staff
member focused on actively recruiting Native American students from San Diego County and
nationally and being the liaison to families. According to the National Center for Education
Statistics, “The six-year graduation rate for first-time, full-time American Indian/Alaska Native
undergraduates who began in Fall 2010 was 39%, the lowest of all racial and ethnic groups” (2019).
This shows the need for a full-time advisor who is focused on ensuring that current Native students
are successful and persist to graduation.
Community and representation matter, and right now, USD only has two Native faculty/staff
members, so there needs to be a priority on hiring Native tenure-track faculty, administrators, and
staff. As of right now, there is only one admission staff member who oversees everything multicultural admission-related at USD. This is unrealistic since USD aims to have 50% of the
undergraduate and graduate student population be from an underrepresented population by 2024.
This also stresses the importance of hiring a staff member for the OTL focused on recruitment and
being a liaison between Native students and admissions.
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Physical Space
There is no designated space at USD for Native American students, so a long-term
recommendation would be to create a physical Native American Resource Center that serves as a:
•

A community space for the current USD Native American community and external Native
community members would also be positive when potential Native applicants are visiting.

•

In addition to being a gathering space, it would also be an educational and programming
space for events and meetings.

The space should be created with input from the current USD Native American community, the
Office of the Tribal Liaison, Native Alumni, and the local Tribal community. Having this separate
physical space gives USD’s Native community a home on campus. Since space is at a premium on
campus, a temporary option would be designating a classroom or one of the new spaces in the
Learning Commons until a more permanent space could be found.
Collective Responsibility
Currently, USD’s broader education and advocacy on Native American issues fall on the
shoulders of the Native American community on campus. With the growing interest around
decolonization and the centering of Indigenous voices, it needs to be USD’s collective responsibility
to educate and highlight not just Native American history but contemporary issues and success
such as Native and Indigenous created films, literature, and more. These events should not just be
restricted to a few of days a year (i.e., Native American Heritage month, California Native American
Day, and Indigenous Peoples’ Day). Instead, there should be cross-campus collaborations between
academic affairs, the Commons, Humanities Center, Institute for Peace and Justice, to name a few
happening throughout the year.
The American Indian Student Organization (AISO) sent a letter to USD listing their needs.
There was also a solidarity statement started by allies of the Indigenous community that was
inspired by the need for a physical space listed in AISO’s letter. Allyship is less about talking about
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how you are in solidarity with folks and more about listening to what the communities are telling
you they need and having your actions match your words. Like Ellie said, “people want to be an ally
want to support. And they just don't know how, and I think quite frankly it's really easy to do it. It's
just showing up, like, be there”.
Intentional Collaborations
As an institution that values compassionate service, USD could begin the healing and truthseeking process by partnering with other California-based higher education institutions to study
the mission system's impact in California, similar to what the University of Denver did. This also
aligns with Governor Newsom’s creation of a council to clarify historical records and collaboratively
begin the healing process (Newsom, 2019).
A statue in a prominent space should be raised in honor of Saint Kateri and designed by a
Native artist (local is preferred) with input from the Native American Catholic community. There
should also be additional artwork created by Native artists in addition to the current tapestry
already hung.
The SOLES Tribal Flag Project should be expanded to include Tribal flags outside of SOLES
that represent and recognize Tribal Sovereignty, our Native community on campus, and alumni.
There should be monetary support for this project, such as USD purchasing the flag rather than the
student needing to purchase and provide the flag.
The last is the creation of a Native American social during OLÉ! Weekend as a collaboration
between the Office of the Tribal Liaison and Onboarding. This was something that I had hoped to
create during my first semester at USD, but unfortunately, it did not come to fruition. I envisioned
that the social would be community-oriented and include students’ families, local Native
community members, and representatives from local Native American resources such as the San
Diego Indian Health Center. This event would show the importance of building relationships with
not just the students and local Tribal communities but also the families.
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Final Thoughts

My position in the OTL has contributed significantly to my education, my professional and
personal growth, and how I want to practice allyship. Allyship is action-oriented, and as a Graduate
Assistant, I focused on the education route, sharing through social media issues impacting the
Native community such as Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls, Orange Day and
celebrating our Native alumni and graduates. When trying to decide my research, I knew that I
wanted to align it with my work, but I had no idea the scope of what it would become.
Through this almost two-year process of brainstorming research topics to implementing the
ideas to writing this paper, I have been reflecting if I have done enough during my time as a
graduate assistant and a graduate student. As a scholar-practitioner, I was terrified going into this
research that I would do something wrong, but in the back of my mind, I hoped that my research
could holistically add to the wealth of knowledge already put out there by other scholars. I decided
that I have done what I set out to do in this space: building relationships and educating non-Native
folks on Native and Indigenous topics that are not centered in the classrooms or mainstream
conversations. During this research, I have accepted the responsibility of honoring the stories and
experiences that my participants have shared with me and making sure that I amplify their truth.
Moving forward, I will continue to be community-oriented, which means I continue to listen first
and amplify second.
I felt out of my depth starting this master’s program and even trying to wrap my head
around the fact that I would be conducting my research. An outgoing student told me not to let the
fear of what could happen in the future stop me from doing what I feel is right because that is a
regret that I do not want to live with. Knowing that I could have done something but letting the fear
of the unknown stop me. This is something that I took to heart, stretching myself in my position
working with a new community, advocating for myself and others, and challenging myself to do the
inner work to become more than I currently was. The unexpected experiences of having almost my
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whole program be virtual during a global pandemic and learning how to navigate conducting
research virtually have taught me to lean into the ambiguity. I have much gratitude for my
community, who have supported, guided, and taught me so much over the last two years with
teachings that I will take with me, especially to Perse Lewis, a teacher, a mentor, a sounding board,
and a champion as I navigated to find my place within USD and the OTL. As I conclude this research,
I hope that whoever reads this research can take a nugget of insight and hope away with them
because this is just the beginning who knows what the future has in store.
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Appendix A

Pre-Cycle Questionnaire

This questionnaire includes questions regarding demographics and your involvement with the on
campus and off campus community. Please answer each question to the best of your ability and
let me know if you have any questions.

Age:
Current Year (current students put year and undergrad or grad/law; if you are an alumnus please
put that):
Were you a transfer student? (yes or no)
Gender:
Pronouns (ex: she/her/hers, they/them/theirs, etc.; if comfortable)
Ethnicity:
Tribal Affiliation:
Major/Degree Graduated with (Alumni: put year graduated; current students put anticipated year
of graduation):
For Alumni (current field of work/position)
Current students: How many semesters have you spent at USD?
At USD, first-generation college students are those whose parents have not earned any postsecondary degree. Do you identify as a first-generation college student? (Yes or No)
What are/were you involved in on campus? (ex: job, student organization, etc.)
What are/were you involved in off campus? (ex: job, volunteering, etc.)
What USD resources have been helpful? Which resources do you wish you had known about
sooner? What resources are still missing?
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Appendix B
Recruitment Email

Hello!
My name is Kasandra (Kassie) Tong, and I am a second year in the Higher Education
Leadership program at USD and the Graduate Assistant in the Office of the Tribal Liaison.
I am working on a study that will explore the Native American students’ USD experience and
what USD can do to further support Native American students.
I want to use storytelling, dialogue, and creative activities to share how Native American
students’ narrative and how USD can better support them. I hope to create a space for
participants to share their stories and to highlight the experiences of Native American students
at USD.
For this study I am specifically looking for current USD Native undergraduate students (second
years and up) because they have had the opportunity to experience a full year at USD, current
Native Graduate/Law students and USD Native Alumni who have graduated in the last five
years because they have had the space to reflect on their time as a student.
I am reaching out because I want to ask if you would be interested in being a part of my action
research project currently titled Enhancing Native American Students’ Experience at the
University of San Diego?
If you decide to participate in this study, you will be committing to:
•
•
•

Completing a questionnaire (15 minutes in December 2020)
Conversational Interviews done in pairs or triads (1.5-2 hours long in December 2020 or
January 2021)
Participate in group community time which includes activities and dialogue (2 hours in
January 2021 or February 2021)

If you are interested or know of others who may be interested in participating in this research,
please let me know. If you have any additional questions, please feel free to ask!
I look forward to your response!
Best,
Kassie Tong
If you have any questions about this research, you may contact either:
1) Kasandra Tong, Principal Investigator
Email:kasandratong@sandiego.edu
2) Nydia Sánchez, Faculty Advisor
Email:nydiasanchez@sandiego.edu
Phone: (619) 260-8839
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Appendix C
Recruitment Flyer
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Appendix D
Interview Protocol

Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. Your responses will be used to gain a better
understanding of the Native American/American Indian/Alaskan Native students’ experience at
USD. As we move through the interview, please ask me to clarify anything that does not make
sense or needs repeating. Also, you will remain completely anonymous to ensure that you feel
comfortable responding honestly to the questions. This is meant to be a conversational interview
meaning that it is a less structured interview. Guiding questions may be followed-up with
personal questions to further the conversation.

1. Do you preferred to be called Native American, American Indian, Indigenous or
something else? Explain.
2. What are some cultural activities or events on campus that support your identity as a
Native American student? (i.e. gatherings, Native-specific events) Or what cultural
activities or events do you wish you could see on campus?
3. How does being Native American affect your sense of belonging on campus?
4. Do you feel supported by your peers?
a. Faculty? Staff? Administration?
5. What would a campus community that supports Native American students look like?
6. Why is there a need to support Native American students in higher education?
7. How has the Office of the Tribal Liaison in general supported you?
8. Does USD support the Office of the Tribal Liaison? Explain.
9. In a dream world what else could the OTL offer?
10. Where do you want to see USD go?
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Appendix E

Dreaming Activity Protocol

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this activity. Your responses will be used to better
understand the Native American/American Indian/Alaskan Native students’ experience at USD.
As we move through the activity, please feel free to ask me to clarify anything that does not
make sense or needs repeating. Also, you will remain completely anonymous to ensure that you
feel comfortable responding honestly to the questions. This is meant to be a conversation and
guiding questions may be followed-up with additional questions to further the conversation.
We are going to use Jamboard for this activity. If you are not familiar with Jamboard, think of it
as a virtual poster board, it has the options of using sticky notes, images, free drawing, or typing
in your thoughts directly on the “board.”
For the opening activity, you will be comparing what the USD campus thinks of when they hear
Native American, Indigenous, American Indian/Alaskan Native in comparison to how you all see
yourself and your community. You all will be working together on the first two boards; the
prompts are on board. Please use the different tools on the left-hand side to answer each of these
questions by writing down thoughts or adding images. As you are brainstorming, feel free to
look at what others are adding as they may spark a new idea or thought.
Once everyone has contributed to the board, we will come back together as a group and discuss.
The final activity is a dreaming activity. For this one, each person will have their own board. I
want you to think about what an ideal campus that supports Native students looks like if there
were no restrictions. You can lean on your own student experiences, and there are a couple of
questions I would like you to keep in mind (1) What do you feel is needed for Native students to
succeed at USD? (2) What new program(s) or service(s) would need to exist that for Native
students to feel supported? Dream big. Once you finish, please look through other folks’ boards
with the following in mind do you see any themes throughout the boards, does anything stand
out to you? We will come back as a group and share our thoughts.
Opening Activity & Dreaming Activity Questions
1. Before entering the Zoom meeting, each person will be asked to rename themselves to a
pseudonym to remain anonymous.
2. The opening activity will seek to answer the following guiding questions:
a. What do you think the wider USD campus community thinks of or visualizes
when they hear Native American?
b. As someone who identifies as Native American, how do you see yourself and the
Native American communities?
3. The dreaming activity will seek to answer the following guiding questions:
a. If you could create an ideal campus of support for Native Students, what would it
look like?
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i. What support do you feel is needed for Native students to succeed at
USD?
ii. What new program(s) or services would need to exist for Native students
to feel supported?
4. Has this focus group been helpful? Why or why not?

